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UPDATED: Promise Land speaker highlights DNA

Genealogy workshop opened festival events on Friday

By Josh Arntz

| The Dickson Herald

UPDATED: June 6 at 3:18 p.m.

DNA testing helped Vivian Y. Stuart, a family historian, trace her roots back 70,000 years and connect with
distant relatives across the country.

Stuart presented her DNA testing results during the 13th annual Promise Land Festival's genealogy workshop
Friday afternoon at the Promise Land Church. The workshop served as a pre−festival event educating
attendees in the basics of family history research.

Additional speakers included Dickson resident Martha Gerdeman, who offered an introduction to basic
genealogical research; Karen Baynham Curry, a native of the Coaling community, who talked about the
use of cemetery and death records; and author, genealogist and historian John F. Baker Jr., who discussed the
research for his book "The Washingtons of Wessyngton Plantation: Stories of My Family's Journey to
Freedom."

Stuart concluded the workshop with her DNA presentation, and noted the importance of "real deep genealogy
research" detailed by the first three speakers.

"Before you get into really doing DNA studies you really need to have a good idea about, I call it 'mind and
legwork research,'" Stuart said. "So knowing all of that is so important before you really get into the DNA
studies, because you still have to always go back."

Stuart explained she became interested in her family history through a curiosity about how she was related to
her cousins; and in hearing elders recall stories from Mississippi, where her family migrated from to New
York.

Using DNA
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Stuart sought DNA testing through National Geographic's Genographic Project, and Family Tree DNA.

She was able to trace her maternal ancestry through mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), and her father's line with
Y−DNA. Both males and females can test for mitochondrial DNA, which "will reveal the deep ancestral
origin of your direct maternal line." Only males can test for Y−DNA to determine the "deep (paternal)
ancestral origin."

Both males and females can test for autosomal DNA too, which is inherited from both parents, all four
grandparents, eight great−grandparents, etc.

Stuart's mother passed away in 2004, so when she completed the DNA testing in 2010 she used her own
specimen attained from a saliva swab. She used her brother's DNA to trace her paternal lineage.

The results from the Genographic Project indicated Stuart's maternal line descended from haplogroup L2
dating back approximately 70,000 years. Haplogroup refers to "the classification of all humans into ancient
family clans based on the unique pattern of genetic markers."

"The Genographic Project, what they're doing is studying the migratory pattern of your ancestors; where did
they come from − and everyone has come from Africa, everyone − and where did they travel to?" Stuart said.

Autosomal DNA results from Family Tree DNA showed Stuart's maternal line provided an ethnic percentage
breakdown indicating 79.65 percent West African/Yoruba tribe and 20.35 percent European (French,
Russian, Orcadian).

"Most likely when they're talking about European, they're talking about possibly slavery... so my ancestors
enslaved," Stuart explained.

Stuart's oldest brother provided a DNA sample to trace paternal lineage via Y−DNA and autosomal DNA.

Stuart's Genographic Project paternal line testing established haplogroup R1b origin, which goes back
approximately 60,000 years, she said. The autosomal DNA results from Family Tree DNA indicated an
ethnic breakdown of 86.14 percent West African/Yoruba and 13.86 percent European (Finnish, Orcadian,
Russian).

Stuart noted the Genographic Project provided her with a certificate of mtDNA testing with a family
migration route, along with continued access to their database. Family Tree DNA offered Stuart additional
DNA matches with email addresses, so she could locate and contact family; and access to their database with
updates on new DNA matches.

"It's a lot. You have a lot of family members," she added. "You just can't go and study every one or talk to
every one, but you do talk to some and it's wonderful."

DNA match

Stuart was "so excited" when she got her first maternal lineage match in 2010 to the late Rev. Dan Tullis Sr.
She was "hurt" to find out he had died, but Stuart had an email address for Tullis' family member.

"All of his family was my family, so the person I contacted − I didn't know who the person was until I called
her − her name is Dwainia, from California," Stuart said. "I always tell Dwainia she's my oldest DNA match,
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even though I'm older."

Stuart and Dwainia stay in touch over the phone and through Facebook. Stuart also maintains regular contact
with newly found relatives, like Sylvia Payne−Goodner, of Kentucky. Payne−Goodner's mother, Anna Belle
Gatewood Payne is the maternal lineage link to Stuart.

Stuart noted DNA testing can offer a lot of answers, but a piece of her family story remains missing. She now
knows her relatives related through "blood," but she doesn't know how or when the family became
"disconnected."

Nevertheless Stuart offered a quote from Dr. Henry Louis Gates Jr., a Harvard University professor and
director of the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for African and African American Research.

"The Middle Passage robbed African−Americans of their heritage. DNA can reverse that," Stuart paraphrased
and attributed to Gates.

More resources

Stuart encouraged attendees to utilize The Trans−Atlantic Slave Trade Database, along with
www.genographicproject.com; www.ftdna.com; www.ancestry.com; and www.africanancestry.com.

She also recommended the following books to get you started − "The Heritage of Dickson County, Tenn.
1803−2006;" Baker's "Washingtons of Wessyngton Plantation;" and "The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic
Story of America's Great Migration" by Isabel Wilkerson.

Stuart is a resident of Charlotte, N.C.; former teacher in the Biological Sciences Department of the City
University of New York; retired with 41 years in the New York hospital system as a clinical laboratory
technologist; and a former board member for Clinical Laboratory Technology, New York State Department
of Education.

CORRECTION: A previous version of this article attributed Stuart's quote about the Middle Passage to Dr.
David Eltis, of Emory University. The article has been updated to reflect the correction.
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